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Total Energy Systems, LLC Signs Distribution Agreement with Subaru Industrial Power Products
Total Energy Systems of Green Bay, WI, announces they have expanded their engine distribution offerings and signed an
agreement with Subaru Industrial Power Products for all of Wisconsin, Michigan, and the Southern half of Minnesota
including the Twin Cities.
The agreement with Subaru includes the full lineup of Subaru small industrial engines from 2.8 to 40 HP, plus parts and
accessories.
“Our plan in adding Subaru to our list of premium engines that we offer increases our product offering to OEMs and
engine users within our served markets. The addition of the Subaru engine lineup is a commitment to our on-going
strategy to expand our engine product offerings to our customers,” said Chris Stiles, president of Total Energy Systems.
“The addition of Subaru allows us to offer our OEM customers an option for their gasoline powered applications while
continuing our valuable diesel relationships,” said Mike Hartoonian, director of engine sales. “Our goal is to establish
stronger partnerships and to be a one stop shop for our OEM customers. On the aftermarket support side, it brings us
into new markets and strengthens our position in our AOR.”
Subaru engines are used in a wide variety of markets including outdoor power equipment, mowers, snow throwers,
tillers and log splitters. In rental markets, Subaru engines also provide power for generators, pumps, pressure washers
and stump grinders. Construction companies use Subaru engines to power welders, compressors and paint sprayers, plus
concrete finishing equipment such as trowels, rammers, saws and mixers.
Besides the distribution of Subaru engines, Total Energy Systems also is a certified distributor of Hatz, Isuzu, Mitsubishi,
and Scania engines.
In addition to its engine product offerings, Total Energy Systems is the exclusive distributor for Kohler Power Systems’ full
line of power systems including industrial, marine, mobile and residential generators, transfer switches and switchgear.
Total Energy Systems entered the generator set market in 1958 and became a distributor of Kohler generators in 1993.
TES added Kubota generators and Scania and Mitsubishi engines to its line in 2010 and Kipor generators in 2012. TES also
has been a distributor of Isuzu engines since 1987 and Hatz engines since 1995.
Total Energy Systems has a new state of the art corporate facility in Green Bay, WI, as well as branches in Milwaukee, WI,
Minneapolis, MN, and Grand Rapids, MI.
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